
EuroLam provides the lifelike visuals of real wood with the assurance of an extremely durable and 
efficiently installed floor.  At the heart of each plank is a water resistant AquaBloc™ HDF core, creating a 
superior high impact resistant floor that utilizes the premium Self Loc™ system. Over 200 color and style 
options help to provide solutions for every space. 

The EuroLam Collection

ABUNDANT STYLE OPTIONS
- Color and style choices for 
   every need 

SELF LOC SYSTEM
- Best performing system available
- Easier and faster to install than 
   a traditional wood floor
- Easy single board replacement

AQUABLOC    CORE
- Protects against everyday spills

ROBUST & AUTHENTIC
- Scratch, dent, & stain resistant
- Deep, realistic hardwood texture
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Robust & Authentic
The Aquabloc   core is the foundation for the EuroLam collection, meeting the strictest requirements for moisture 
resistance and durability.  Meanwhile, the authentically textured face meets the aesthetic needs for commercial and 
residential spaces.

European Origin
We’re proud to present our EuroLam flooring designed and manufactured in Austria. Europe’s highest levels of production 
quality elevates these floors to stand out in the global manufacturing landscape.
 
Excellent High Impact Resistant Floor
EuroLam is an extremely impact-resistant floor, due to its HDF core, which doesn’t flex under impact. Adding more 
resilience, These combined features make EuroLam more resistant to impacts than most other solid or engineered flooring.
 
Self Loc™ Locking System
This system creates exceptional locking performance with tight tongue & groove profiles and sealed edges. The fast and 
simple method locks in place on all four sides with seamless joints.
  
Ready For Radiant
All of the Euro Lam flooring options are ideally suited for installation over in-floor radiant heat systems. Euro Lam floors 
evenly transfer warmth faster than most other solid or engineered flooring.
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Linz

16.08 sq ft / box   34.4 lbs   48 boxes / pallet 771.81 sq ft   1663 lbs

Steyr

54     ” Long 

25.86 sq ft / box   38.73 lbs   52 boxes / pallet 1344.72 sq ft    2014,2 lbs
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*NOTE: All standard measurements are nominal.
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